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For my Grandpa.  

“Still I'll always, always keep the memory of 
The way you hold your knife 
The way we danced till three 
The way you change my life 

No, no they can't take that away from me” 
-Louis Armstrong & Ella Fitzgerald 

 
Thank you.  
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Dear Reader, 

Before you begin reading my thesis I would like to 

be clear about my intention. The purpose of my paper is 

not to impune religion as a system of belief, or anything of 

this nature. The purpose of my paper is to explore what 

makes a better moral foundation for a society, whether that 

be philosophy or religion. Please keep this in mind while 

reading my paper, and discussing it in my senior seminar.  

  Thank you, 

       Alexis   
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Introduction 

Is civil religion necessary to a civil society? In his New Science, Giambattista Vico 

asserts that if we reflect on human history, we will be struck by the rise of high cultures—

complex civic institutions: marriage, property, education, all under a regime of laws—among 

different peoples at different times. Essentially he asks the question: how do uncivilized peoples 

bring about civil societies? The mere course of historical events does not seem to justify the 

effects. In order to explain this deficiency of causes, Vico introduces the idea of Divine 

Providence as an external, hidden cause to explain the grander effect. Vico claims that without 

Divine Providence, the effects we see in human history would be unintelligible.  

In this paper, I will critically examine Vico’s notion of divine providential history. I will 

examine the historical patterns to which Vico calls attention, but focus on the role of human 

beings and the evolution of civil morality1 in the place of civil religion2. For, in civil religion 

above all Vico discerns evidence for the hidden design of Divine Providence. Replacing the 

external cause of Divine Providence with the immanent cause of human action, as it appears in 

the works of Immanuel Kant and Jean Jacques Rousseau, I will explore the roles of religion and 

philosophy in shaping civil society3 and refute the necessity of Vico’s Divine Providence4 and its 

role in human history. The moral philosophy of Kant’s The Fundamental Principles of the 

Metaphysics of Morals, coupled with Rousseau’s history of natural man in A Discourse on 

                                                
1 Morality: A code of right or wrong action based on intellectual reasoning, will, and culture of  an individual, both 
as part of society and independent from it.  
2 Religion: Binding of one’s will to a dogmatic doctrine. There are two ways in which one can bind oneself to such 
a doctrine, either through fear, or through well-reasoned arguments.  
3 Society: A group of people banding together for common interest. Depending on the society’s place in history, this 
could entail either a primitive group of people sharing labor with no formal idea of justice or a full-fledged political 
regime, expressed in civic institutions, and varying stages in between. 
4 There are three ways in which Divine Providence is used in Vico’s history. The first is the Christian idea of divine 
providence of God guiding man to an ideal end. The second is the induction design in history; disparate facts form 
patterns and these patterns make up a divine design. These patterns form “triplicates” which make up the “ideal 
eternal history” often referred to by Vico.  
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Inequality, provide an alternate account of history and provide a basis for a perfectly orderly 

moral society, without the necessity of civil religion or of its hidden ordainer, Divine Providence. 

Vico 

The New Science of Giambattista Vico presented the first anthropological history of man. 

The goal of Vico’s New Science is to find in the entirety of human history some innate truth of 

human existence: “Our Science therefore comes to describe at the same time an ideal eternal 

history traversed in time by the history of every nation in its rise, development, maturity, decline, 

and fall” (Vico 104). In search of his ideal human history, Vico examines the character of both 

religion and philosophy and the different ways they have contributed to the rise and fall of 

different nations. With the introduction of religious and philosophical doctrines, Vico creates a 

hierarchy with religion at the top and philosophy significantly lower5. 

Vico begins chronologically.  Vico examines nations according to his cyclical theory of 

human history. He starts by breaking down the different stages of human history and explores 

each stage, or part, looking for patterns and connections between separate nations. This enables 

Vico make connections between the advantages and deficiencies of each nation, so he can come 

to one general conclusion about human history and claim a systematic progression towards that 

end. From those patterns, Vico outlined what he believed to be the three epochs of man: Gods, 

Heroes, and Men. Once Vico establishes these patterns, he goes on to explain how each epoch 

played a role in the advancement or degradation of the world’s nations.  

In every case, Vico attributed the demise or advance of pre-modern cultures to either an 

absence of proper Christian faith or progress towards Christian faith. What was unique about his 

claim was that Vico believed that the cyclical nature of history shown through these cultures was 

                                                
5 There are three different manifestations of the relationship of philosophy and religion throughout the paper. Each 
shows a different facet of the different ways in which religion tries to subvert philosophy depending on in which 
stage of Vico’s cyclical history they occur.  
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the effect of Divine Providence. Providence, he believed, guided these cultures, endeavoring to 

bring them to the proper path of belief, guiding them toward the third epoch of enlightened 

human nature, which Vico believed to be the ideal end to his cyclical human history. Vico 

believed that his age was the age of true human enlightenment, his ideal end.  

But Christian Europe is everywhere radiant with such humanity that it 
abounds in all the good things that make for the happiness of human life, 
ministering to the comforts of the body as well as the pleasures of mind and 
spirit… Christian religion is the best in the world, because it unites a 
wisdom of [revealed] authority with that of reason (Vico 414).  
 

Finally, society had evolved enough that civil society went hand in hand with civil religion, 

which Vico regarded as the missing link to enlightenment that all the previous nations had 

lacked. 

The cyclical pattern described by Vico proposes an alternative to the linear concept of 

history. The cyclical history displays the commonalities shared by different nations. No matter 

how different the timeline, Vico was able to show distinct patterns common amongst them.  

However, the idea of Divine Providence guiding history is not as convincing. Vico suggests that 

the only way a civil society can exist is if it is supported by a civil religion, and that somehow 

Divine Providence has been subtly guiding man towards this inevitable end for centuries. Vico 

constructed an entire history that buries the importance of human actions and the perseverance of 

the human will. Divine Providence has taken precedence in the history of man, acting as the 

mind and using positive human action as an instrument.  

Kant 

The Fundamental Principles of the Metaphysics of Morals by Immanuel Kant proposes the idea 

of a practical moral philosophy,  

Whether it is not of the utmost necessity to construct a pure moral 
philosophy, perfectly cleared of everything which is only 
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empirically, and which belongs to anthropology? For such a 
philosophy must be possible is evident from the common idea of 
duty and moral laws. Everyone must admit that if a law is to have 
moral force, i.e. to be the basis of obligation, it must carry with it 
absolute necessity… (Kant 147) 

 
The idea of a pure moral philosophy can be opposed to the civil religious authority offered by 

Vico. Kant asserts that the only things we can deem “good” are those that are generated from a 

good will: “Nothing can possibly be conceived in the world, or even out of it, which can be 

called good without qualification, except a Good Will” (Kant 151). In order for people to be truly 

moral they must act in accordance with moral laws which “ought to hold good for every rational 

creature, we must derive them from the general concept of rational being” (Kant 169). Kant goes 

on to say, “Nothing has any worth except what the law assigns it” (Kant 193). In order for a 

people to act morally, they must act in accordance with the moral law that finds moral validity in 

the concept of “good in itself”. This good can be recognized by applying it to the universal 

maxim, “I am never to act otherwise than so that I could also will that my maxim should become 

a universal law” (Kant 160). Basically, any and all action can be deemed moral only if it would 

be always be the moral choice for everyone to do in every situation. The autonomy of the will 

accords with moral law in its proper form, the Categorical Imperative, “The categorical 

imperative would be that which represented an action as necessary of itself without reference to 

an other end, i.e. as objectively necessary” (Kant 172) 6. Morality then becomes universal to all 

rational agents, without an appeal to religion. 

 

Rousseau 

                                                
6 “This imperative is Categorical. It concerns not the matter of the action, or its intended result, but its form and the 
principle of which it is itself a result; and what is essentially good in it consists in the mental disposition, let the 
consequence be what it may. This imperative may be called that of Morality” (Kant 174) 
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Rousseau’s Discourse On Inequality investigates the primitive nature of man, and the 

origin of inequality. Unlike his contemporaries, Rousseau believed that primitive man lived in a 

state of peace, each man existing alone and each perfectly self-sufficient. The formation of 

societies and the introduction of property corrupted primitive man and provided the catalyst that 

brought about inequality amongst men: 

The extreme inequality of our ways of life… excesses of all kinds 
immoderate transports of every passion, fatigue, exhaustion of mind, 
the innumerable sorrows and anxieties that people in all classes 
suffer, and by which the human soul is constantly tormented: these 
are the fatal proofs that most of our ills are of our own making, and 
we might have avoided nearly all of them if only we had adhered to 
the simple unchanging and solitary way of life that nature ordained 
for us. (Rousseau 84-85) 

 
By examining the life of primitive man in comparison with Rousseau’s modern society, 

Rousseau sought to disprove the earlier theories of primitive man offered by his fellow 

philosophers: “Finally, all these philosophers talking ceaselessly of need, greed, oppression, 

desire and pride have transported into the state of nature concepts formed in society. They speak 

of the savage man and they depict civilized man” (Rousseau 78). The progress of the ages has 

kept man from knowing his true roots: because man sees inequality all around him, it is assumed 

that it always existed.  

As man became further assimilated into society, the history of primitive man became 

more obscure:  

What is even more cruel is that the whole progress of the human 
species removes man constantly farther and farther from his 
primitive state; the more we acquire new knowledge, the more we 
deprive ourselves of the means of acquiring the most important 
knowledge of all; and, in a sense, it is through studying man that we 
have rendered ourselves incapable of knowing him. (Rousseau 67)  
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Rousseau comes to the conclusion that inequality succeeded in establishing itself in stages 

through the history of man: “If we follow the progress of inequality in these different 

revolutions, we shall find that the establishment of law and the right of property was the first 

stage, the institutions of magistrates the second, and the transformation of legitimate into 

arbitrary power the third and last stage” (Rousseau 131). He proceeded to classify the three 

stages by the distinctions in ruling relations: the first stage he called rich and poor, the second 

strong and weak, and the third master and slave. When man progressed to the final stage of 

inequality, all that remained of morality and virtue was but a veneer over corrupt civil society:  

… Everything is reduced to appearances… we have only facades, 
deceptive and frivolous, honor without virtue, reason without 
wisdom, and pleasure without happiness. It is enough for me to have 
proved that this is not at all the original state of men, and that it is 
only the spirit of society together with the inequality that society 
engenders which changes and corrupts in this way all our natural 
inclinations. (Rousseau 136) 

 
Rousseau’s account of primitive man provides the other antithetic argument to Vico, because it 

allows for the accumulation of human experience to be passed on. “One further distinguishing 

characteristic of man which is very specific indeed and about which there can be no dispute, and 

that is the faculty of self-improvement- a faculty which, with the help of circumstance, 

progressively develops all our other faculties, and which in man is inherent in the species as 

much as in the individual” (Rousseau 88). For Vico, the accumulation of human experience 

passed on from generation to generation did not fully explain the gradual evolution of nations 

through his three epochs. In other words, the cause never fit the grand effect. Rousseau offers an 

immanent cause: it is only because the accumulation of human experience can be passed on, 

Rousseau argues, that societies can even come to exist.  
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Although there is no way for man to return to a state of primitive equality, there can be a 

reconciling of Kant’s philosophical theory of universal morality with Rousseau’s state of 

primitive equality. In reconciling the two, one finds a philosophical ideal that supersedes Vico’s 

divine providential history and allows for a society with a moral foundation not owing to 

religion. 

Argument 

What drives Vico to place religion above philosophy? Is there something that philosophy 

lacks when compared to religion? Does religion ultimately lead to a more cultivated society? 

Does man stand to lose anything by replacing a civil religion with civil morality, at least as it 

pertains to keeping society ordered and progressive? In reexamining the historical patterns 

provided by Vico, the pure moral philosophy of Kant, and Rousseau’s theory of the nature of 

man, we will focus on the parts played by philosophy and religion, and ultimately Vico’s claim 

of divine providential history will be refuted.  

Before the systems of philosophy and religion can be explored one must understand the 

role they play in Vico’s history of man. Vico begins his human history from the Great Flood of 

Noah mentioned in the Bible and proceeds through what he calls “The Three Epochs of Man: 

that of the Gods, that of the Heroes, and that of Man.” The most primitive society starts off in the 

first stage (Gods) and progresses through to the third. Those that are slightly less savage start off 

in the second epoch (Heroism) and move through to the third (Man), while others can experience 

generational regression to old ideals.  

The first of the three epochs, the age of Gods, is the most primitive of the three. In this 

epoch clan-rulers kept power by employing both superstitions and gods (depending on the 
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nation) to produce fear in order to alter the wilder, intuitive behavior of man and compel positive 

action: 

The first nature, by a powerful deceit of imagination, which is most                
robust in the weakest reasoning, was a poetic or creative nature 
which we may be allowed to call the divine, as it ascribed to physical 
things the being of substances animated by gods, assigning the gods 
to them according to its idea of each... men had a terrified fear of the 
gods whom they themselves had created. From this there remained 
these two eternal properties: one, that religion is the only means 
powerful enough to restrain the fierceness of peoples; and the other, 
that religions flourish when they are inwardly revered by those who 
preside over them. (Vico 336) 

 
Vico argues that men in this primitive state live in chaos. The gods were posited by men to 

provide men not only explanations for the physical phenomena around them, but as a means of 

restraining vice and promoting virtue.  According to Vico’s account of history, “The fables, 

which at their birth had come forth direct and proper, reached Homer distorted and perverted... 

they were all at first true histories, which were gradually altered” (Vico 310). Since men in this 

barbarous state did not have the ability to reason properly, they came to regard the perverted 

fables as truth. Once the first epoch has reached this stage, hero based societies are formed and 

man begins to move toward the second epoch.  

From the very first stage there is a fundamental difference between Vico and Rousseau. 

While Vico believed in the savagery of primitive man, Rousseau argued that natural man was 

essentially peaceful and complete within himself: 7 

Leaving aside, then, all the scholarly books which teach us to see 
men only as men have made themselves, and not reflecting instead 
on the first and simplest operations of the human soul, I believe I can 
discern two principles antecedent to reason: the first gives us an 
ardent interest in our own wellbeing and our own preservation, the 
second inspires in us a natural aversion to seeing any other sentient 

                                                
7 Natural Man: The distinction made by Rousseau of a man in nature, previous to the introduction of any civilizing 
force. Distinct from Vico’s Primitive man. It can be defined as a man who lived in perfect harmony with nature, 
being self sufficient and existing alone. Natural man exists in harmony with nature. 
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being perish or suffer, especially if it is one of our kind… rules that 
reason is forced to re-establish on other foundations, when, as a 
result  of successive developments, reason has succeeded in 
suffocating nature. (Rousseau 70) 

 
Rousseau’s natural man lived in peace; there was no morality, but there was no need for such a 

thing to exist. Only when societies began to exist was it necessary for reason to establish a moral 

code to restore some of what was lost with institutionalized inequality.  

In a state of nature the only inequality that existed was that made by nature: 

I discern two sorts of inequality in the human species the first I call 
natural or physical because it is established by nature, and consists of 
differences in age, health, strength of the body and qualities of the 
mind or soul; the second we might call moral or political inequality 
because it derives from a sort of convention and is established, or at 
least authorized by the consent of men. (Rousseau 77) 
 

This natural inequality had no effect on the way natural man lived, but only served to highlight 

one of the unique features of natural man, his ability to adapt: “…while every other species has 

only its own instinct, man (…) appropriates every instinct” (Rousseau 82). Natural man lived in 

harmony with nature, adapting to the environment provided for him. There was not chaos, but a 

state of unanimity between man and nature. Man did not need society or contrived order to make 

him moral, because he existed outside the realm of morality, complete within himself.  

Existing alone, in nature, Rousseau’s natural man had no need of any external moral 

system to make him act in accordance with a higher nature: “Even if nature did exhibit in the 

distribution of her gifts as much partiality as is claimed, what advantage would the most favored 

draw from it… There, where there is no love, what would be the use of beauty? What is 

intelligence to people who do not speak, or cunning to those who have no commerce with 

others?” (Rousseau 105). The disparity between modern man and natural man exists not only in 

their relation to nature, but in the independence of the individual: 
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Let the civilized man gather all his machines around him, and no 
doubt he will easily beat the savage, but if you would like to see an 
even more unequal match, pit the two together naked and unarmed, 
and you will soon see the advantages of having all one’s forces 
constantly at one’s command, of being always prepared for any 
eventuality, and of always being, so to speak, altogether complete in 
oneself. (Rousseau 82) 

 
Rousseau’s natural man then, is nothing like the primitive man described by Vico. Vico, like 

Hobbes, focused on the negative aspects of man’s nature, which Rousseau shows are only 

brought on by man living in society with each other. Man in nature, without the influence of 

civic institutions, lives not in destructive chaos, but in perfect harmony with nature. 

Man’s move from his natural state to Rousseau’s first stage of societal development 

happened slowly over centuries. Men slowly began to be drawn together through no fault of 

nature: “Nature commands all animals, and the beast always obeys. Man receives the same 

impulsion, but he recognizes himself as being free to acquiesce or resist… the power to will” 

(Rousseau 88). Societies could not simply spring up.  Man had no reason to come into 

association with his fellow man. Until a shift occurred in the relations among natural men, there 

could be no society: 

We conclude, then, that savage man, wandering in the forests, 
without work, without speech, without a home, without war, and 
without relationships, was equally without any need of his fellow 
men and without any desire to hurt them, perhaps not even 
recognizing any one of them individually. Being subject to so few 
passions, and sufficient unto himself, he has only such feelings and 
such knowledge as suited his condition; he felt only his true needs, 
saw only what he believed it was necessary to see, and his 
intelligence made no more progress than his vanity. (Rousseau 104) 

 
However this shift occurred, Rousseau does not inquire (but we can be certain that it did, for here 

we are living together in societies). In order for natural man to be brought into society with his 
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fellow man there needs to be a mutual dependence upon one another; without mutual 

dependence, there would be no reason for them to coexist together for long: 

What sort of chains of dependence could exist among men who 
possess nothing? … since the bonds of servitude are formed only 
through the mutual independence of men and the reciprocal needs that 
unite them, it is impossible to enslave a man without first putting him 
in a situation where he cannot do without another man, and since such 
a situation does not exist in the state of nature each man there is free 
of the yoke, and the law of the strongest is rendered in vain. 
(Rousseau 106) 

 
Once mutual dependence is established and the idea of property is introduced, natural man takes 

his first steps away from nature and towards society.  

With the introduction of property, there exists a quantifiable system of inequality— rich 

and poor. “From the instant one man needed the help of another, and it was found to be useful 

for one man to have provisions enough for two, equality disappeared, property was introduced, 

work become necessary, and vast forests were transformed into pleasant fields which had to be 

watered with the sweat of men, and where slavery and misery were soon seen to germinate and 

flourish with the crops” (Rousseau 116). Moving away from nature, man has subjugated his 

fellow man and this, his first step towards society, is corrupting. After the first stage of 

inequality, man has no way of returning to his natural state; once the purity is lost, the effect 

cannot be reversed.  

Vico’s second epoch is Heroism. In this stage men have acquired the next kind of reason 

and their lives are less prone to chaos.8 With order comes the introduction of morals and virtue. 

Nations are better able to control their passions and live together in a society: 

The second was heroic nature, believed by the heroes themselves to 
be of divine origin for, since they believed that the gods made and 
did everything, they held themselves to be sons of Jove, as having 

                                                
8 Reason, for Vico comes in kinds, not in degree of “more” and “less” (see Bk. IV, Section IX, pp. 347 – 351).  
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been generated under his auspices. Being thus of human and not 
bestial species, they justly regard their heroism as including natural 
nobility and virtue of which they were the princes of the human race. 
(Vico 336) 

 
Men are able to live together in a society run by rules and morals. They are able to act 

independently in accordance with divine law. Based on this new moral understanding, they hold 

themselves in higher esteem, believing that they are the direct descendents of the gods. They do 

not attempt to reason past the edicts the gods have set for them and so remain bound to their 

religion. Although their reason has developed, it has not developed enough to allow them to 

break completely with divine law of the gods. 

 By contrast, according to Rousseau, from the first stage of inequality the second naturally 

progresses: the second stage is the introduction of magistrates into society. Since inequality has 

been established along with the idea of property, there also arises a need for a third party to help 

resolve disputes between disparate groups or individuals. Adopting a judging class to resolve 

disputes further removes man from his natural, autonomous state and pushes him into further 

inequality with his fellow man. However, once the original inequality is established, the state of 

natural man cannot return. Hence, “Among all nations of the world  the progress of the mind is 

exactly proportionate to the needs which those people have received from nature, or which 

circumstance has imposed upon them, and is proportionate to the passions which have prompted 

them to satisfy their needs” (Rousseau 89). By trying to bridge the gap of inequality between 

men and institute a fair system for settling disputes, man inadvertently created an even greater 

inequality. Individuals are no longer the arbiters of their fate, but instead must have a third party 

rule over their affairs.  

What Vico considers to be the progression of man to a more enlightened state, Rousseau 

sees only as man falling into further catastrophe. “All ran towards their chains believing that they 
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were securing their liberty, for although they had reason enough to discern the advantages of a 

civil  order, they did not have experience enough to see the dangers” (Rousseau 122). Society 

attempts to fabricate what once came naturally to man: order and peace. No matter how man 

contrives this new morality to mimic the old state of peace, no equivalent can be made, but man 

still continues to evolve and change toward the third and final stage of inequality. 

 The last epoch is that of Man. Vico considers the world he lived in to be part of this stage, 

based on its highly evolved reasoning. He considered this to be the age where human nature 

takes full control. Vico describes it as “intelligent, and hence modest, benign, and reasonable, 

recognizing for laws conscience, reason, and duty” (Vico 336). In this final stage, man has the 

ability to reason thoroughly for himself, independently of fear-driven dogma and so becomes a 

member of civil society, with the introduction of the monarchy.  

 Monarchy, to Vico, represented the will of the people to be ruled by one leader who can 

“keep the multitudes satisfied” (Vico 379). Vico claims “monarchy is the form of government 

best adapted to human nature when reason is fully developed” (Vico 379). With a 

commonwealth in place, philosophy is now able to flourish. 

These commonwealths gave birth to philosophy. By their very form 
they inspired it to form the hero and for that purpose to interest itself 
in truth. All this was ordained by providence to the end that, since 
virtuous actions were no longer prompted by religious sentiments 
and formerly, philosophy should make the virtues understood in their 
idea, and by dint of reflection thereon, if men were without virtue 
they should at least be ashamed of their vices... And from the 
philosophies providence permitted eloquence to arise and, from the 
very form of these popular commonwealths in which good laws 
commanded to become impassioned for justice, and from these ideas 
of virtue to inflame the peoples to command good laws. (Vico 422) 

 
Vico goes on to say that, eventually, human philosophy will be corrupted and descend into 

skepticism. When philosophy becomes corrupted, it reflects a society that has been similarly 
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corrupted, and then man will experience a fall. When the monarchy descends back to tyranny, 

the commonwealth crumbles and so the cycle is started over again: “...the few survivors in the 

midst of an abundance of the things necessary for life naturally become sociable and, returning to 

the primitive simplicity of the first world peoples, are again religious, truthful, and faithful” 

(Vico 424). The cycle does not necessarily end here: there can be digressions, and nations will 

fall and from new nations the cycle will start again.  

 Rousseau’s final stage of inequality is the stage of the master and slave, “This is the last 

stage of inequality, and the extreme term which closes the circle and meets the point from which 

we started. It is here that all individuals become equal again because they are nothing” (Rousseau 

134). The relationship between the master and the slave is reciprocal. Without the master the 

slaves would lose the protection society offers; since they are mutually dependent on one 

another, man cannot be separated from man. The master needs people to rule over or else he has 

nothing: he is, in a way, more dependent on his slaves than his slaves are upon him, because the 

master has grown the most dependent on the help and work of others. What at first appeared to 

be unity is in actuality a rigid social division that stagnates society.  

Rousseau’s no-longer-natural man has not come to the state of enlightenment that Vico 

believes to be inevitable. Instead, modern man finds himself more trapped than ever before: “I 

ask if anyone has ever heard of a savage in a condition of freedom even dreaming of 

complaining about his life and killing himself? Let it be judged with less pride on which side real 

misery lies. Nothing on the contrary could be as miserable as a savage man dazzled by 

enlightenment, tormented by passions, and arguing about a state different from his own” 

(Rousseau 97). Enlightened man has not come to a place of true enlightenment. Modern men 

convince themselves that they are living a better life because they live in a more complex age. 
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They see simplicity as ignorance and rejoice in the frivolous complications of life, believing they 

make them more moral, more educated, more enlightened. “It would seem at first glance that 

men in the state of nature, having no kind of moral relationships between them, or any known 

duties, could be neither good nor evil, and that they could have neither vices nor virtues” 

(Rousseau 98). Although natural man had no morality, he was still in harmony with nature and 

so he lived outside the realm of morality. The simple way natural men lived did not require 

morality; they were not a danger to themselves or others. They existed in a “…state of nature… 

one most conducive to peace and the most suited to mankind” (Rousseau 98). Rousseau has 

come back to his original point: man in nature is fully free and in a state of peace both with 

himself and nature. Vico’s enlightened modern man lives in denial of his stripped liberty and 

abject morality; everything modern man delights in has turned him away from his pure nature. 

Simplicity and harmony have been lost and no substitute exists to replace them. How, then, can 

Vico assert that his ideal eternal history has been realized in his third epoch? 

 According to Vico the perfection of human nature can be found in the Christian faith, 

because it combines the best philosophies and languages under the divine rule of a 

“monarchical” God. This is what Vico calls the “ideal eternal history”: it leads back to God 

guiding man by Divine Providence. The only modern religion specifically mentioned by Vico is 

Christianity. A distinction should be made evident at this point, when Vico uses words such as 

“Divine Providence” or “God” he is referring specifically to the Christian faith. Other religions 

and faiths are not included in perfected human nature. Vico believed that the cycle could be 

counted on because God would guide human intuition to the one ultimate truth.  

 Religion is the cornerstone of Vico’s entire science. In the conclusion of his last book, 

Vico states, “The clear and simple observation we have made on the institutions of the entire 
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human race, if we had been told nothing more by the philosophers, historians, grammarians, and 

jurisconsults, would lead us to say certainly that this is the great city of nations that was founded 

and is certainly governed by God” (Vico 424). When Vico began his discourse he started out to 

find the innate truths of mankind. By studying all of the ancient histories he hoped to find 

common threads that would reveal to him the Truth. At the end of his search, Vico came to the 

conclusion that God guides all the paths of man, “...we must start from some notion of God such 

as even the most savage, wild, and monstrous men do not lack. That notion we show to be this: 

that man, fallen into despair of all the succors of nature desires something superior to save him” 

(Vico 100). Every society that Vico examined had its own idea of God. While they were not the 

same, they all served the same basic function. They provided answers to physical phenomena 

and a security that man was not alone in the world, that there was someone taking care of 

everything. As men evolved, so did their idea of God. It helped them reason and made order out 

of chaos, eventually culminating in the most perfect religion, Christianity. 

 Vico states throughout his New Science that every primitive culture began by inventing 

its own “god system” bent on explaining the phenomena of nature as well as pushing certain 

virtues to the forefront of thought. This helped to bring order to an otherwise chaotic state. 

However, would not some sense of morality and virtue necessarily be present in the primitive 

creators of these religions in order to create these gods? How could morality simply spring into 

being from nothingness? Primitive man had to have some idea of, at the very least, order and 

vice to bring these gods into existence.  

In the case of Rousseau’s natural man, the desire for self-preservation keeps order: “His 

desire for self-preservation, serves to moderate the ardor he has for his own wellbeing by giving 

him an innate repugnance against seeing a fellow creature suffer” (Rousseau 99). Natural man 
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was not only endowed with an innate instinct for self preservation, but also a wealth of 

compassion: “I speak of compassion, a disposition well suited to creatures as weak and subject to 

as many ills as we are, a virtue all the more universal, and all the more useful to man in that is 

comes before any kind of reflection and is so natural a virtue that even beasts sometimes show 

perceptible signs of it” (Rousseau 99). It is natural man’s capacity for compassion that drives all 

moral impulses. Man does not need society to teach him compassion:  

It is therefore very certain that pity is a natural sentiment which, by 
moderating in each individual the activity of self love, contributes to 
the mutual preservation of the whole species. It is pity which carries 
us without reflection to the aid of those we see suffering; it is pity 
which in the state of nature takes the place of laws, morals and 
virtues, with the added advantage that no one there is tempted to 
disobey its gentile voice. (Rousseau 101)  

 
While Vico claims that the gods and virtues held by these first primitive nations of man were 

deficient and perverted from real virtue, he does concede virtue in some form had to have 

existed. Vico, however, gives the first inklings of virtue in these primitive nations a different 

name: “…nations were governed by the certainty of authority, that is by the same criterion which 

is used by our metaphysical criticism; namely, the common sense of the human race, on which 

the consciences of all nations repose”(Vico 105). This could easily have been the compassion 

described by Rousseau, only overshadowed by natural man’s duty to his personal preservation. 

How does Vico’s common sense compare to Rousseau’s compassion? Common sense 

could only be an adequate replacement for compassion if common sense inclined man to 

preserve not only his own life but the lives of those around him as well. Vico’s account of 

primitive man leads us to believe that this is not the case, since they were primarily ruled by fear 

and self-interest. Common sense cannot be easily molded to the universal maxim of Kant, “I am 

never to act otherwise than so that I could also will that my maxim should become a universal 
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law” (Kant 160).  Kant’s universal maxim is based on practical reason and the common duty that 

all men have to the universal good. Rousseau has a similar maxim, “Do good to yourself, with as 

little possible harm to others” (Rousseau 101)*. Coupling the ideas of Kant’s duty to the good, or 

practically reasoned morality, and natural man’s inclination towards compassion, one can build a 

new moral philosophy that strives for moral action based on compassionate foundations9: “That 

action done from duty derives its moral worth, not from the purpose which is to be attained by it, 

but from the maxim by which it is determined, and therefore does not depend on the realization 

of the object of the action, but merely on the principle of volition by which the action has taken 

place, without regard to any object of desire” (Kant 158). The majority, ruled by a compassion 

and duty to the good, would gain more rational autonomy from a philosophy of practical reason 

and empathy than a religious system that keeps order based on fear. 

 Although Vico believes God to be the underlying truth of all societies it seems that there is 

another truth among men that coexists with the idea of God: a will to order and harmony with 

nature. Vico purported, “Uniform ideas originating among entire peoples unknown to each other 

must have a common ground of truth” (Vico 64). In Vico’s science this “uniform idea” was 

always referred to God. Could the true uniform idea be a universal desire to return to the state of 

nature, a return to a state of peace and natural order? Together, the philosophies of Rousseau and 

Kant offer an alternative universal ideal in a practically reasoned universal morality motivated by 

                                                
9 Kant’s theory of universal morality and Rousseau’s theory of natural man do not  align perfectly, as I would like 
them to. Potentially, there may be instances where compassion could be seen to conflict with Kant’s duty. There is 
no place in Kant’s morality for emotional reasoning. This being said, for the purposes of my paper, I am introducing 
the two together as a new philosophical system based on the tenets of both of their philosophies. The reason I 
believe it is necessary for them to coexist as a new philosophy is that the compound of empathy and moral duty 
together overcome the vast societal inequality created when man left his natural state. Kant’s theory alone cannot 
move society back towards equality, but does provide a universal civil moral foundation.  
*A relation between the two maxims can be made using “the golden rule” as a medium. Rousseau’s compassion 
allows man to empathize with his fellow creatures and drives him to act not only to protect himself, but others from 
harm. Kant ‘s universal morality makes man consider whether his actions can be applied morally to every situation. 
In doing so man is asked to consider the implications of his actions and how they effect not only himself, but how 
they would effect anyone in his place. 
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compassion.  

 Though there can be no return to the state of nature, there can be a bettering of society, a 

way to live in more perfect harmony with nature. Philosophy would be a more helpful tool in 

establishing ordered societies than religion because it would help to establish a system based on 

vice and virtue instead of pain and reward: “A good will is good not because of what it performs 

or effects, not by its aptness for the attainment of some proposed end, but simply by virtue of the 

volition, that is, it is good in itself, and considered by itself is to be esteemed much higher than 

all that can be brought about by it favor of any inclination…” (Kant 152). It is not true that 

“Religion alone can bring the peoples to do virtuous works by appeal to their feelings, which 

alone move men to perform them; and the reasoned maxims of the philosophers concerning 

virtue are of use only when employed by a good eloquence for kindling the feelings to do the 

duties of virtue” (Vico 416). Vico and Kant are in contradiction of one another. Kant proposes 

that moral actions should be done simply for the good in itself, while for Vico religion instigates 

moral action by pitting servile or filial fear against man’s passions. While religion works well on 

feelings of man because it can easily tap into the notions of fear and reward, it does not always 

inspire any greater feeling of duty. “Would it not therefore be wiser in moral concerns to 

acquiesce in the judgment of common reason, or at most only to call in philosophy for the 

purpose of rendering the system of morals more complete and intelligible, and it’s rules more 

convenient for use” (Kant 162). In contrast, a philosophy of practical reason that deeply 

emphasized morals as pillars of a healthy and ordered society would cultivate a people whose 

morality was driven by a universal regard for their fellow man. These philosophical sentiments 

would go much father than feelings, which are only catalysts to pain and pleasure, and would 

insure the happy and prolonged application of these ideals.  
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 From this perspective, the primitive societies described by Vico are something more 

closely related to the philosophy of Hobbes. “And law was brought into the world for nothing 

else but to limit the natural liberty of particular men in such manner as they might not hurt, but 

assist one another…” (Leviathan ch.26).  In Vico’s words, the “law” of Hobbes would be 

synonymous with the “order” of God: “But since without order (which is to say God) human 

society cannot stand for a moment, providence led the family fathers naturally to unite 

themselves with their kindred against their clients” (Vico 421). The law and order on these two 

occasions are illustrated in Vico’s idea of primitive religion and the gradual evolution of order 

and virtue in society. He believed that without any god there could only ever be chaos. However, 

once a society was established, then philosophers and philosophies could begin to emerge. Once 

they emerged, they helped to promote virtue within the society and to teach people to be 

ashamed of the vices they did possess, even if they could do nothing to halt them. Too soon, 

philosophies would become corrupted.  

The inevitable corruption of these philosophies was no different from the destruction of 

the various contrived religions: “As the popular states became corrupt, so also did the 

philosophies. They descended to skepticism. Learned fools fell to calumniating the truth. Thence 

arose a false eloquence, ready to uphold either of the opposed sides of a case indifferently… 

Thus they caused the commonwealths to fall from a perfect liberty into the perfect tyranny of 

anarchy” (Vico 423). The problem here does not lie in the philosophy itself, but in the innate 

imperfections of man. Philosophy can help to bring moral stability to a society, but it cannot 

solve all of its problems. The innate imperfections of man, such as our ability to make mistakes, 

is something that no philosophy or religion can account for. Kant even admits that adhering to 
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his practically moral philosophy is a difficult task; it requires the vigilance of man’s reason as 

well as his will: 

For as reason is not competent to guide the will with certainty in 
regard to its objects and the satisfaction of our wants… this being an 
end to which an implanted instinct would have led with much greater 
certainty; and since, nevertheless, reason is imparted to us as a 
practical faculty, i.e. as one which is to have influence on the will, 
therefore, admitting that nature generally in the distribution of her 
capacities has adapted the means to the end, its true destination must 
be to produce a will, not merely a good as a means to something 
else, but good in itself, for which reason is absolutely necessary. 
(Kant 154) 

 
In order for man to be dutiful, moral effort is required; it is not enough to simply imitate right 

moral action: “For in order that an action should be morally good , it is not enough that it 

conform to the moral law, but it must also be done for the sake of the law” (Kant 148). For the 

same reason that those practicing Vico’s Christian religion will sin, those who follow a moral 

philosophy will also falter. It is not a matter of philosophy being less than religion, but of people 

being prone to mistakes.  

 The core difference between philosophy and religion, for Vico, lies in his belief that 

Christianity is the ultimate religion that results in both the healthiest and happiest human 

societies: 

Christian Europe is everywhere radiant with such humanity that it 
abounds in all the good things that make for the happiness of human 
life, ministering to the comforts of the body as well as to the pleasures 
of the mind and the spirit. And all this in virtue of the Christian religion, 
which teaches truths so sublime that it receives into its service the most 
learned philosophies of the gentiles and cultivates three languages as its 
own: Hebrew, the most ancient in the world; Greek, the most delicate; 
and Latin, the grandest. Thus, even for human ends, the Christian 
religion is the best in the world, because it unites a wisdom of authority 
with that of reason, basing the latter on the choicest doctrine of the 
philosophers and the most cultivated erudition of the philologists. (Vico 
414) 
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Vico’s reasoning has a three tiered approach which asserts superiority on three basic grounds: 

language, reason, and linguistic grandeur. The “wisdom of authority” is derived from the 

superiority of the three languages that, when working in tandem with the reasoned philosophy, 

helps to raise Christianity to a superior position, at least according to Vico. 

 Of the three approaches, reasoning is the main point of contention between religion and 

philosophy. For Vico, reasoning is necessary because it helps to validate the “wisdom of 

authority” handed down in the Christian faith. In Kant’s philosophy reasoning is an end itself; it 

needs nothing else to validate it or give it purpose: 

For the rest, the idea of a pure world of understanding as a system of 
all intelligences, and to which we ourselves as rational beings belong 
(although we are likewise on the other side members of the sensible 
world), this remains always a useful and legitimate idea for the 
purpose of rational belief, although all knowledge stops at its 
threshold, useful, namely, to produce in us a lively interest in the 
moral law by means of the noble ideal of a universal kingdom of 
ends in themselves (rational beings), to which we can belong as 
members then only when we carefully conduct ourselves according 
to the maxims of freedoms as if they were laws of nature. (Kant 220) 

 

Fundamentally, the only difference between Vico’s Christianity and Rousseau’s and Kant’s 

philosophies as a viable system for maintaining a healthy society is the lack of the Christian 

divinity. In all other respects the philosophical systems would form the foundation of a morally 

organized society.  

 How does the idea of virtue differ between philosophy and religion?  Are both necessary to 

carry out virtuous action? Vico states:  

Religion alone has the power to make us practice virtue as philosophy is 
fit rather for discussing it. And piety sprang from religion, which properly 
is the fear of divinity. The heroic origin of the word “religion” was 
preserved among the Latins by those who derive it from religando, 
binding… Hence came the eternal property among all nations, that piety is 
instilled in children by the fear of some divinity. (Vico 171) 
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In the first line of the previous quotation Vico says, “Religion alone has the power to make us 

practice virtue”; man is made to be virtuous from fear, not from any duty to his fellow man or the 

good achieved through philosophy. Can power inspired by fear truly be powerful? Does not the 

intention with which one performs virtuous actions factor into what makes an action, or a person, 

virtuous? For Vico, virtue is not basic to man but must be educed through religion. In any well-

cultivated philosophy the opposite is true; the only end of virtue is to be a virtuous person: 

“What else then can freedom of the will be but autonomy, that is the property of the will to be a 

law to itself… now this is precisely the formula of the categorical imperative and is the principle 

of morality, so that the will and a will subject to moral laws are one and the same” (Kant 204). 

The will that is determined by a maxim has the form of a categorical imperative. The action then, 

performed by the will, carries out a maxim that constitutes moral action. Intention is central to 

these well-cultivated philosophies because they promote a virtue complete within itself and not a 

means to an end. 

 When outlining the three kinds of natural law, Vico states, “The third is the human law 

dictated by fully developed human reason” (Vico 338). The pinnacle of human law, by Vico’s 

own admission, can be found in human beings themselves without the outside authority of 

religion or a “god-system”. This is a stark contrast from the first kind of natural law. “The first 

law was divine, for men believed themselves and all their institutions to depend on the gods, 

since they thought everything was a god or was made or done by a god” (Vico 338). Although 

the two appear to be in opposition, Vico did write the third law of nature with the idea that this 

stage of man would still be religious. However, the fact that man is now ruled by reason instead 

of a deity gives hope that man could move toward a philosophical system ruled entirely by 

reason instead of one ruled even partially by religious dicta.  
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 Vico closes his science with an ominous warning for those who consider themselves to be 

truly wise: “To sum up, from all that we have set forth in this work, it is to be concluded that this 

science carries inseparably with it the study of piety, and that he who is not pious cannot be truly 

wise” (Vico 426). Vico wants the reader to take away the idea that God is not only the bringer 

and organizer of life, but man’s very reason for living. To live a life devoid of God would be to 

live your life in ignorance, completely bereft of wisdom. To apply Plato’s allegory, it would be 

as if one lived his life entirely in a cave, with only the barest hint of truth reflected on the walls 

around him.  

 To the philosophical mind, the pursuit of wisdom can be divided from the pursuit of God. 

One who pursues a philosophical life is ultimately searching for truth and wisdom in the world 

around them, but this search for truth or wisdom does not necessitate a relation to God or 

religious doctrine. The pursuit of religious wisdom should be a journey taken by the individual, 

while the pursuit of philosophical wisdom is something that can be engaged in by many at one 

time. Here a distinction must be made between religious observance and personal commitment. 

While religion can be observed by many, the level of personal commitment should be an 

experience for oneself. In order for one’s personal commitment to remain pure it should remain 

the pursuit of the individual lest it become overrun by dogmatism or false logic. When an 

individual’s religious commitment becomes the object of legislation and general principle, it 

loses its essential character and becomes altogether less pure. Now religion and philosophy are 

made analogous to one another. However, as previously stated when building a society 

constructed around virtue, philosophy comes out ahead of religion because it employs virtue for 

the sake of virtue and not virtue for fear of punishment.  

Conclusion 
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 If one can accept the pursuit of philosophical wisdom as being distinct from the pursuit of 

religious wisdom then the question remains: does man stand to lose anything by replacing a 

religious morality with philosophical morality? The issue at stake here is not one of philosophy 

over religion or vice versa, but of which is better for constructing a moral foundation for a 

society. Throughout the comprehensive history of man offered by Vico there has been a heavy 

emphasis on religion and philosophy and the important roles they played in advancing the 

different societies to a state of modernity. Rousseau contributes an antithetical philosophy; 

showing that society corrupted man from his original perfection and introduced inequality where 

it had previously not existed. 

 Vico believed that his research had brought him the universal truth he sought, God.  He felt 

that every culture in history had all been unconsciously endeavoring to the same end. “The 

nations mean to dissolve themselves, and their remnants flee for safety to the wilderness, 

whence, like the phoenix, they rise again. That which did all this was mind, for men did it with 

intelligence; it was not fate, for they did it with choice; not chance, for the results of their always 

so acting are perpetually the same” (Vico 425). Vico asserted that once man fully realized the 

tenets of the Christian faith and integrated them fully into society man would have succeeded in 

reaching the last epoch. In doing so, he believed, they had reached the perfect societal state and 

no more advancement would be necessary.  

What Vico saw as strength, Rousseau only saw as the manifestation of inequality and the 

weakening of man’s original natural state. When societies were formed, it was not for the 

bettering of the people but their detriment: 

Each began to look at the others and to want to be looked at himself; 
and public esteem came to be prized. He who sang or danced the 
best; he who was the most handsome, the strongest, the most adroit 
or the most eloquent became the most highly regarded, and this was 
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the first step towards inequality and at the same time towards vice. 
From those first preferences there arose, on the one side, vanity and 
scorn, on the other shame and envy, and the fermentation produced 
by these new leavens finally produced compounds fatal to happiness 
and innocence. (Rousseau 114)  

 
When man existed alone in nature there was no reliance on other men; differences were 

unimportant, because men did not exist together to acknowledge them. Society allowed for even 

the most trivial talents or abilities to move man further and further away from his natural state: 

“Such is, in fact, the true cause of all these differences: the savage lives within himself; social 

man lives always outside himself; he knows how to live only in the opinion of others, it is, so to 

speak, form their judgment alone that he derives the sense of his own existence” (Rousseau 136). 

Driving man away from his natural state drove away self-reliance in almost every capacity. This 

co-dependence stifles any progression towards equality and only perpetuates the corruption and 

inequality brought on by society. 

In his zealous attempt to reconcile everyone to his Christian God, Vico overlooks an 

equally basic motive shared by all of these societies: a desire to return to natural harmony. It is 

true that every society created some sort of religion or mythology to help bring order and explain 

the phenomena that eluded them: “…man, fallen into despair of the succors of nature, desires 

something superior to save him. But something superior to nature is God, and this is the light that 

God has shed on all men” (Vico 100-101). Vico assumes that man in nature is corrupt and that 

the external cause of Divine Providence is necessary to help man evolve.  

Rousseau does not assume the inherent corruption of natural man, but exactly the 

opposite:  

It follows from this exposition that inequality, being almost non-
existent in the state of nature, derives its force and its growth from 
the development of our faculties, and the progress of the human 
mind, and finally becomes fixed and legitimate through the 
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institution of property and laws. It follows further that moral 
inequality, authorized by positive law alone, is contrary to natural 
right. (Rousseau 137) 
 

There is no need for an external cause to move men because they themselves possess the ability 

to develop and grow; the cause corresponds to the effect. In Rousseau’s philosophy the ability of 

growth led some men away from the state of nature towards inequality: “It is difficult to reduce 

to obedience a man who had no wish to command, and be most adroit politician could not 

enslave men whose only wish was to bee free; on the other hand inequality extends easily among 

ambitious and cowardly souls…” (Rousseau 132). Once this inequality was established and 

societies were formed, inequality could only flourish. In order for man to move towards a state of 

equality there needs to be a move towards the universal morality that does not rely on the 

judgments of others but on a duty to the good itself. This is not to say that religion has no place 

in society. Religion still plays an important role in the life of the individual, but that should not 

mean it has a role governing the general populace. While the roles of both philosophy and 

religion are important to any given society, the influence they have should be the inverse of the 

model offered up by Vico. This philosophy would not rule with pleasure and pain but rather 

moral action for the sake of the good itself, “Morality then is the relation of the actions of the 

autonomy of the will, that is, to the potential universal legislation by its maxim” (Kant 196). 

Ultimately, philosophy would create a more enduring moral society than one built of the fears 

and uncertainties of the people. 

 In the final analysis philosophy and religion find their own place in a well-balanced 

society. Philosophy helps to govern the people and create a sense of unity based on empathy and 

virtuous actions and intentions. Religion provides support for every person of faith without 

imposing their views on the rest of the population.  Society moves forward together both as 
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individuals and a community. This provides for a more enduring society because it nurtures the 

individualism of all without detracting from commonality. 
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